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Incident during the past
everal weeks have once again
raised concerns about ,building
ecurity at the law school. On
Monday, September -t, three
women in the building were
haras ed by a juvenile. The
youth was later apprehended
and
pleaded
guilty
to
trc pas ing charges in
ity
court. On Tue day, September
5, several students reported
eeing the campus police
security guard sleeping while
on duty. On Wednesday
September
6,
a
student
reported that her purse had
been tolen from the building.
The security guard is a feature
of the administration's two
week-old
security
policy
designed to protect the safety
of people and property in the
law school.
According to Associate
Dean Connie Galloway, the
administration ha.~ reacted tn
these incidents with "concern
and
alarm:
Although
acknowledging
that
these
events should not be dismissed
lightly, she indicated that the
law school could take comfort
in the fact that other parties
came to the aid of their fellow
Second year, Jim
students.
McGarrah, questioned the
juvenile intruder and asked
him for identification after
hearing a woman screaming.
The youth left the building
immediately. Associate Dean
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Security
by JarreU Wright

FOUNDED

Revisit~d

Galloway said, "We need to be
vigilant not only for ourselves,
but for others in the law
school community:
In addition to this advice,
Galloway presented other step
the administration has taken to
re pond to the e incidents.
he has asked the Campus
Poli e to b more forthcoming
about threats to campu
security so that the law chool
"can be in a better positi n to
provide
information
to
tudents: Regarding reports
of the sleeping security guard,
she has asked the Campus
to
provide
more
Police
supervision and to make sure
that "the people are doing
The Campus
their jobs:
Police have agreed to both
recommendations, and have
pledged to work more closely
with the law school in order to
ensure the safety of its
students. Dean Sullivan has
met with the SBA in order to
discuss the security prnhlem
and other issues.
Finally,
Associate Dean Galloway will
be working with the reactivated
SBA
Building
Security
Committee
in
order
to
"determine the appropriate
response to these events;' and
will
respond
to
student
concerns about safety through
this committee.
Although no concrete steps
have been taken to improve
building security since the new
security
policy
was
implemented two weeks ago,

Security g uard dozes off as students engage in deviant activities like studying after midnight.

Associate Dean Galloway has
some
already
ruled
out
options.
The administration
will neither increase the
number of guards on patrol,
nor shorten the operating
of
the
building.
hours
According to Galloway, the
harassment incidents, which
occurred between 6:15 and
6:30 on September 4, could
not have been prevented
without ~rning the building

into a "police state." Associate
Dean Galloway said that she is
not interested in further
restrictions on the use of the
"No matter what
building.
measures were taken, we could
not absolutely foreclose the
possibility of events like that
occurring,· Galloway said.
The administration is not
considering the implementation
of a card-key system, despite
SBA approval for such a

method of dealing with recent
building security problems.
College officials, however, are
investigating the feasibility of a
campus-wide . system which
would incorporate a card key
device with the identification
card
currently
in
use.
Associate Dean Galloway said,
"This process would move very
slowly, but the law school
would participate if it IS
implemented."

New Forum For Student Concerns
by Mary Thrower
Do you and your friends
have concerns about student
life at Marshall-Wythe? Do
you feel that these concerns
cannot
be
adequately
addressed by the already
overloaded
student
organizations? If so, you may
be interested in the formation
of the new Student Services
Committee, a new school
organization
designed
to
'address such issues.
The
Student
Services
Committee is still little more
than an idea in the making. It
was conceived this summer by
Professor Barnard as one way
for faculty and students to
work together to improve
student life at the law school.
Student
At present,
the
Services Committee consists of
Dean Su»ivan, seven other
interested members of the
faculty and administration, on

appointed
student
representative, and some good
ideas. The committee held its
first organizational meeting last
Friday, September 14th. After
the meeting Professor Butler
(Chair of the Student Services
Committee) comm ented on the
need for such an organization.
"Nobody has been focusing
excl usively
on
stud e nt
concerns,· she said. Ken Hale,
Vice President of the Student
Bar Association and charter
student member of the Student
Services Committee, echoed
this view. He noted that the
SBA is · involved in so many
things·
that
the general
atmosphere of student life
often does not get the
emphasis it deserves.
The
Student
Services
Committee's primary obj ctive
is to enhance the quality of
student life at MarshaIl-Wythe.
Professor Butler summarized

the
committee's
second committee as a conduit which
objective as to "ensure' faculty will allow student concerns to
sensitivity to student needs:
be channeled directly to the
At
their
fust
meeting, faculty and administration. He
committee members began to referred to the possibility of a
discuss means of accomplishing ·centralized list of student
these goals. A concern was to concerns" which could be
find ways to address the presented to the faculty and
general emotional well-being of deans
for
consideration.
students at the law school. Professor Butler stressed that
One suggestion was to invite a the committee's goal is to
rep resentati ve
from foster two-way communication.
Psychological Services to speak The
Student
Services
to the faculty on common Committee is designed not just
difficulties students experience as a forum for students, but
as a result of school-related also as an avenue for faculty
stress.
Similarly, members members to convey their
discussed
ways to
make collective views to the student
students more aware
of body. In their first meeting,
counseli ng available to them members explored possibilities
through Psychological Services. for coIlecting and responding
The
committee's
third to student views.
One
objective, according to Butler, proposal was a suggestion box
is "to improve communications combined with a column in the
between faculty and students: Advocate where committee
could
respond
Ken
Hale,
the
student members
representative, envisions the publicly to student questions,

ideas or complaints.
Members also intend to
expand student representation.
"We need to add more
students to the committee,"
stated Professor Butler. It is
still not certain how additional
students will be chosen.
Possibly, this decision will be
left to the Student Bar
Associat ion. Asked if he saw
any conflict between the new
committee's role and that of
the SBA, Ken Hale said he
did not expect any such
conflict "because there is SBA
representation
on
the
committee."
The following members of
the faculty and administration
attended the organization:!l
meeting
of
th e
Student
Services Committee: Professor
Barnard, Professor Butler,
Professor Felton, Professor
Dean
SeUassie,
Associate
Galloway and Dean Sullivan.
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INTER ALIA
It seems there is a dearth of subjects upon which to
editorialize this week. Recommended topics included:
Why are fIre hydrants red? Why are there no third years
at parties? Why the insular minority who are privy to
knowledge of how to print envelopes? What would Leona
Helmsley charge to be Jim Heller's architectural
consultant? Furthermore, how much would she declare?
Does the burgeoning ant population in the law school
signal the decline of Western Civilization? If so, where do
I hide my lunch?
Sadly, my answer is that I just don't know. But the
Is it possible to be a
answer begs the question:
Renaissance Person in this day and age? As we observe
our position in time (indulge me as I borrow words from
my college English professor) we see our past imperfect,
the present tense, and our future conditional. In these
uricertain times, a Renaissance agent would be a welcome
visitor.
Law school does not teach us to be well-rounded,
expansive thinkers. I recall Prof. Hillinger's image of a
fIrst-year's head being crammed into a pencil sharpener.
Rather, in law school we are instructed to distill the
elements, to revoke any poetic license, to be an analytical
drill. We are in a trade school of sorts, where we learn to
do a job and to do it well. But a certificate of skill does
not an education confirm. The difference between being
educated and being skilled is like the difference between
wisdom and knowledge. Why settle when there's so much
more?
Which brings me to my original point. GET OUT
THERE AND EXPOSE YOURSELF. Come on, folks.
It's great to give a pristine recitation of the Pellnoyer facts.
But the other half of lawyering is knowing the marginalia.
It wins the hearts and billables of clients and it expands
any attorney's mobility within the profession. Besides, it's
fun. So where is this Renaissance Agent to be found? On
the softball fIeld, at the Green Leafe on a Sunday night, in
the lounge reading the Advocate . . . .
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The Advocate

Letter to the Editor
Harris Responds
Dear Editor:
In the September 7, 1989
issue of the Advocate, "On the
Fence"
columnist
Karin
Horwatt wrote about the
feelings of "disturbance" she
felt in Professor Smolla's Bill
of Rights class.
The hypo
concerned who would or would
not throw a rope to a
Of course
drowning man.
everyone said they would.
Then the question was to give
an example of who would not
. throw the rope? It seems my
response was the impetus for
Ms. Horwatt's liberal-bashing,
defense/ praise of the "western,
industrialized, middle class
white man ." She assumes that
I assume that only a white
_ man is capable of hate. If she
had listened to my entire
response she would have
realized that it was an
"example." I then followed-up
by stating there are evilhearted "people" in this world.
Evil-heartedness does not limit
itself to race or gender.
I will admit that my
answer
came
from
introspection.
I imagined
myself as the drowning man,
and I also imagined who would
possibly not throw me the
rope. Somehow, some way the
image of a white-hooded,
white-robed man with a
flaming cross in his right hand
and a rope in his left hand
(although it was in a noose),
was the first image to enter
my mind. My ignorance of
Klan membership may jade my
answer, but I am somewhat
positive it does not include
African-Americans, HispanicAmericans, Asian-AmeriC<lfls,
Jewish-Americans,Third-Worid
immigrants
or
aboriginal
tribesmen.
Racism is not
limited to white America. It
exists allover the world. The
general rule is that racists who
are able to enforce their views
nation-wide are either in the
majority or have the guns to
back them up. A quick survey
of American history makes it
easy to see who did what. In
this country the oppressors
happen to be white men; in
Central America they are
Hispanic; in Southeast Asia
they are Asian; in the Middle
East they are Arabian; in
Africa they are African and
Afrikan.
Ms.
Horwatt
th,e n
launches into a diatribe of how
the Western, industrialized
nations have become the
"victims" of the Third-World.
The West is "automatically
bashed" by the ungrateful
common man and the noble
savage who has forgotten all
the wonderful things Western
civilization has bestowed upon
him. Let's see now, the best
way to do this is by continent.
The entire continent of Africa
was divided by artificial
geographical lines drawn by
Europeans into either colonies
or commonwealth "members."

The people were subjugated
and raw materials stripped
from her bowels as the wealth
left without anything being put
back. The same is true for
India, the Middle East, Asia,
and
Australia. The only
reason Vietnam IS not an ally
of the U.S. today is that after
World War II, instead of
granting independence (Ho Chi
Minh led rebel forces against
the occupying Japanese), the
Allies granted France "its"
colony of Indo China back.
Ho Chi Minh, with communist
aid, proceeded to kick some
French butt and the U.S.,
strapped by it's alliance to a
twice-defeated
France,
intervened. This was in 1954.
The point I am trying to
make is that evidence of man's
inhumanity to man has existed
since the beginning of time (in
Judeo-Christian terms since
Cain slew his brother Abel).
If the West is perceived as
some kind of bogey man it is
because
the
West
has
historically subj ugated those
nations or cultures it has
exploited in the name of
laissez-faire and capitalism.
Likewise, Communists have
subjugated those nations or
people when it is deemed
necessary or when such people
are considered a threat to the
state (i.e. Soviet vs. Eastern
bloc and Afghanistan; China
and the student rebe\\i.on, etc.).
Since I am AfricanAmerican and a Democrat I
figure the broad brush Ms.
Horwatt uses would label me a
liberal. In defense of liberals,
jf that is what I am, no one
or
likes
the
atrocItIes
"uncivilized behavior" that we
supposedly make allowances
IS
definitely
for.
It
"uncivilized" for Iraqis to
relocate 30,000 Kurds, but I
seem to remember a "rule of
law" that allowed Japanese
internment in World War II.
It is "uncivilized" for aboriginal
tribes to
expose
female
children, but · I guess the
incidence of child abuse in this
country (in the millions) is not
the same. As for tribes being
wiped out in Burundi, ask a
Native American what he
thinks of that sad situation.
Perhaps Western pre-pubescent
children don't have to throw as
many stones at armed soldiers,
but they have worked in
factories to have their body
parts torn off. Are Western
women considered more equal
than women in the Soviet
Union?
That, I think, is
highly debatable. Pollution is
not debatable.
Perhaps
ancient
Middle
Eastern
civilizations gave us a desert,
but industrialized factories,
cars, and nuclear weapons are
killing the planet.
Finally, Ms. H orwatt tells
of a 2-hour tour through
Harlem. It seems the "Blacks
and Spanish" don't mingle as
much as the Chinese and
Italians.
I guess this is

supposed to suggest "Black"
intolerance
and
white
tolerance. First, I know a few
full-blooded Italians who would
curse you out if you tried to
call them white. Second, the
line between Harlem and the
Park
Avenue
type
neighborhoods somewhat
resembles the Mason-Dixon.
It is amazing how fast the
neighborhoods change from
slum to high-rise in the space
of a few blocks. So what if
Harlem residents call white
Harlem is
police officers!
still part of New York.
However, why don't you ask
what they think of the police
there.
Explain why three
armed police officers would
have to blow away an
overweight, eighty-year old
woman with a knife in her
himd (Eleanor Bumpers). If
Barbara Bush attacked a
Secret Service man with a
knife would she live to tell
about it? "You damn Skippy!"
(that means yes). It seems
that in police confrontations,
African-American life is just
not as highly valued. In my
own person at experience I
have met some outstanding
white officers, but I have also
been harassed simply for being
a young African-American man
in a nice car. It seems I fit a
profile
that
inspires
harassment.
Let's talk about Greekfest
(I thought I was finished, but
suddenly I'm inspired). It was
a
real
tragedy
and
I
sympathize for those business
owners who were wiped-out.
But the city knew what was
coming.
Ft. Lauderdale
handles milli'ons of college
students a
year
without
incident, but do they put
policemen and dogs on the
beaches to keep order? Do
they raise rates for just one
particular weekend by $75?
Do the police offIcers they
have on patrol disappear after
midnight and then show up
after the riot?
Do the
students in Ft. Lauderdale get
Continued on Page Seven

Message From
Heller
The
law
library
renovation
project
has
begun.
The project is
scheduled to be completed
by November 11.
IT all
goes according to schedule,
activities that are most
disruptive to library users
will be completed by
October 27.
While most construction
will occur weekdays between
8 a.m. and 5 p.m. some
work may be done on
Saturdays. The contractor
has been informed that
construction cannot occur
during the exam period.
Your
patience
IS
appreciated.

The Advocate
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Fraternizing at Marshall-Wythe
by Claire Bruni
W ithout
the
cheering,
shouting, and chanting that the
William and Mary undergrad
girls participated in along
Richmond Road, September
11th began legal fraternity rush
week
at
Marshall-Wythe.
Fraternity rushing takes place
every year at the law school
without much of the hoopla
most students remember from
their college days, and for the
most part, it goes unnoticed.
Phi Alpha Delta and Phi
D elta Phi are the two legal
fraternities at M arshall-Wythe.
Both
are
national
organizations, and both were
organized to achieve two major
purposes: to satisfy social
needs of law students, and to
provide for certain academic
needs of the student body.
The fraternities are open to
both sexes, and contrary to the
stigma that "fraternity" implies,
there is nothing exclusive
about either one. Bids to join
are automatically given to
every fIrst year, and to any
second or third year who asks
for one, and everyone is
invited to the functions.
P.D.P.'s rush event was the
annual patio party. at Berret's.
P.D.P. President Liz Newbill
arranged for Berret's patio to
be closed to everyone but law
students from 9:00 until 12:00
last Thursday night, and for

JeW"ish

free beer to be served to
everyone.
The party was
organized as a way to sell
P.D.P. to frrst year students.
"Most students have it in the
back of their minds to join
one of the fraternities. This
way they get to talk to
upperclassmen,
and
meet
people so that they have a
valid way to decide which to
join," said Liz.
The next step in P.D.P.'s
rush process will be to put
bids in all the fIrst year
hanging flles this week and to
collect dues from interested
persons, in order to fmalize
membership. Dues this year
are $50 to join, $40 of which
must go to the national
organization. The other $10
goes
to
funding
events.
Second- and third-years have
annual dues of $25. Similarly,
P A.D. will put bids in fIrst
year hanging files, and require
$50 dues from its new
members, who afterwards have
yearly dues of only $15.
P.A.D.
has
already
organized several events this
year, but decided not to have
a rush party. PA.D. President
Sean McDonough stated that
the fraternity has been going
through a lull, spawned by the
apathetic attitude of the
dwindling members.
Sean
stated that he and the other

officers have talked about
organizing a party, but will
take the approach of holding
an open meeting for first years
who might be interested,
because, as he puts it, "We're
open for new ideas." P A .D.
sponsored its annual party at
The Funeral Home on Cary
Street on the fust Friday of
the school year to welcome all
the frrst years. The softball
game which pitted the frrst
years against the second and
third years was also organized
and sponsored by P A.D.
P A.D o's most recent event was
the Bloody Mary Tailgate party
before the fIrst William and
Mary football gam e, which
took place at the hom e of Jeff
Middlebrook, form er P A.D.
president, just down the street
from the stadium.
Since all of the events that
are
sponsored
by
the
fraternities are open to all
students, there seems to be no
reason to join other than to
pad resumes. In the case of
P.D.P.,
though, being
a
member makes a difference:
members are ' given a discount
to any events which require
money, and are given priority
over nonmembers when space
Yearly, P.D.P.
is limited.
sponsors such events as the
Booze Cruise, the fall Tennis
Tournament, a trip to the

Supreme Court, the Spring
golf tournament, and an
Ambulance Chase Road Race.
The Booze Cruise will be on
September 30 this year. Two
busses, each with a keg, will
leave the law school at 9:30
and drive to Waterside in
Norfolk, where students will
then get on a boat with two
floors, two bands, and a cash
bar. The boat will sail around
Norfolk Harbor for a few
hours, and afterwards the
busses will deliver the students
back at school. Typically, this
event sells out in one day. In
this situation, P.D.P. members
are given priority.
The Supreme Court trip
takes place in the Spring. A
bus is hired to transport
students to Washington D.C.
for an all day trip. Students
choose between attending the
morning or afternoon session
of arguments before the Court,
and then they have the rest of
the day free to wander around
the city as they please. This
year, an attempt is being made
to obtain a private audience
with one of the justices, an
event which has not been
accomplished in the past.
P A.D. is in charge of
running the used bookstore,
which is located in the back of
the locker area in the law
school. Books are taken on

consignment, and students who
submit books to the bookstore
are paid money once the
books are sold. PA.D. also
throws a Christmas Party every
year at the end of exam period
where toys are collected and
given to Toys for Tots. In
addition, P A.D. members
receive a 10% discount at
Hertz, Avis and National car
rental agencies. Upon paying
the initial $50 dues, each
member receives $10,000 worth
of free insurance. P.D.P., in
an effort to further its national
goals
of
ethics
and
professionalism, is attempting
to organize a one-day bar
survival and an ethics program
by bringing in local members
already in the workforce to
talk to students.
P.D.P.'s initiation ceremony
will take place next week at
the Alumni House, and will be
attended by a regional offIcer.
An open bar will follow. The
date for P A.D.'s ceremony has
not yet been set, but it consists
of a candlelight ceremony in
the Moot
Court
Room,
followed by food and drink.
Whether you choose P.D.P. or
P A .D., you should support
your fraternity. The pressures
of law school can, at times,
appear to be overbearing, and
both fraternities provide a way
to meet people and have fun .

Students

by Steven Zweig
In an effort to create a
social
outlet
for
Jewish
students at Marshall-Wythe, a
called
the Jewish
group
Student's Association has come
into being.
"We felt there were a
decent . number of Jewish
students here and that it was
about time we had a Jewish
organization,"
said
Kerry
R othschild, a third-year who
helped organize the group.
"We're looking for more
members . . Unfortunately, the
numbers are not turning out
the way we wanted them to.
But we're hoping that once
students realize this is a social
organization more than a
religious organization, they will
be more interested in what the
group is doing," Rothschild
said.
"Activities are still in the
planning stages. We're looking
. for input fro m our members.
We'll know more following our
next meeting," he added .
The group's next meeting
is scheduled for Thursday,
September 21 at Sal's Pizzeria
at 6:30 p.m.
"A breaking of the fast
for Yom Kippur is one
possible activity and, of course,
social activities," Rothschild
said.
Previous
attempts
to
organize a Jewish students'
group failed, Rothschild noted,

Associate
due to a lack of interest. But
this time, he thinks, a strong
"core group" of students in the
organization will spur it to last
and eventually thrive.
Rothschild also believes
that the organizing of a Jewish
will
be
students'
group
advantageous for the law
school's recruitment effort.
J ewish
law
"Prospective
students will be relieved that
an organization exists to serve
their needs," he said.
R othschild encouraged all
J ewish
students,
whether
religious or non-religious, to
attend a meeting "just to see
who and what we are and
what we plan on doing."
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Rightly Speaking Coming Soon:
by Gerard Toohey

The Black Market
in America
America, so fond of sloganeering and cliche mongering,
has a brand new hit: "The War on Drugs." President
Bush, who has been doing a rather commendable job, last
week unveiled our latest strategy in this war against drugs.
Unfortunately, the President, Congress, and the majority of
Americans are missing the salient points of what has
become a monomaniacal concern.
I do not by any stretch of the imagination desire to
disparage the notion of drugs as a truly virulent and
revolting plague. Drugs are destroying the very fabric of
our society, and could very easily, like the vices of the
Romans, render this country asunder. However, there are
only two ways to deal with the problem of drugs. The first
(which is completely impractical, and in reality not
permitted under our constitution) is a complete and total
war in the manner of Sherman: slash and burn. The
second, and the only practical solution, is legalization.
Both solutions are based upon fundamental principles of
rudimentary economics. If we make the cost of entering
or staying in the business of dealing drugs too high (as a
shoot on sight policy would) then we remove the incentive
for going into the business. J ail terms have a very low
deterrent factor against unbridled greed, and are downright
laughable in present form.
This summer I read a
newspaper article in which a 13 or 14 year old boy told a
Doctor he was dealing drugs because of the money. He
made $2,000 dollars a week tax free, which was more than
the Doctor was earning. Regardless of how you change
society, and no matter how many jails you build, this kind
of black market capitalism will remain. In a simple cost
benefit analysis done by this teenager the $2,000 a week is
a sure bet.
A bet which in reality he will most likely pay for with his
life, a victim of drug violence or drug addiction.
The

President's

plan

for

additional

money

for

enforcement of the drug laws win actuany bring about an
escalation of violence and greater destruction to the already
At
fragile communities that are besieged by drugs.
present, the U.S. is only interdicting 1% of all drugs bound
for our cities. First of all, increased enforcement will
cause an escalation of price, which is unwanted, because
crimes incident to drug sales will increase. Secondly, it will
make survival of the fittest the rule amongst the dealers.
Dealers will react with greater violence to keep members
in line as supply is tightened, and will escalate violence
against the Drug Enforcement Agency.
In a true war, sides are free to fight and use their
resources to their advantage. The U.S. government in its
war is impeded by the Constitution. The founding fathers
of our country wrote a Constitution (and attending Bill of
Rights) that prevents the government from waging war on
its citizens. What is needed for a real war on drug
dealers, is a shoot on sight, no questions asked, scorched
earth, send in the troops armed with the latest weaponry
policy. However, this is not possible. We have a legal
system that prevents such action, and there are other
countries involved whose sovereignty we would have to
ignore.
Legalization is the only possible chance the country has
to win. First, legalization would give the government the
opportunity to control the sanitary conditions of drug use.
This is potentially the greatest hazard of drug use, and
AIDS has become epidemic in the drug community; the
social costs are mounting exponentially.
Second, legalization would cause a decrease in price
which would lower social costs in crime and violence. The
corruption that has. become rampant in our police forces,
the judiciary and the fledgling democracies of Central and
South America could be minimized, as the incentive is
removed.
.
Most important, the product could be taxed. As we
know from first year ConLaw, the power to tax is the
power to destroy. We could tax drugs at whatever the cost
to society. Make the dealers and the addicts pay for the
hospital beds they take, for the treatment required to help
addicts, for the cost of the infant children born addicted to
drugs. Also, we could take much of the money now. used
for enforcement, and use it in the prevention of drug
abuse.
Treatment, education in prevention, and job
training for children will do more to help the problem than
any money for enforcement.
The problem must be

by Tom Br?oke
Prepare for a magical and
explosive evening with the
Pixies and Love and Rockets
at William and Mary Hall.
Love and Rockets, one the
most
interesting
new
progressive bands will play
William and Mary Hall on
Sunday, October 1.
Music
fans
are
doubly blessed
because the warm-up act, the
Pixies, is just as talented and
exciting. The latter act has yet
to enjoy widespread success or
recognition, but the most
recent Pixies album, Doolittle,
is a collection of powerful and
diverse rock and roll tunes.
Doolittle is the second
complete
album
by this
Boston-based outfit led by an
outrageous singer named Black
Francis.
(No relation to the
Edi~rix in
Chief)
He
screams, he wails, he pouts, he
exults;
at one moment he
hisses seductively, the next
moment he is exploding with a
fury and intensity rarely heard
on vinyl or compact disk. The
band's female bass player, Kim
Deal, sings lovely backup
vocals, providing a direct

Love and Rockets

contrast to the rage of Black
Francis.
The Pixies' first album,
Surfer Rosa, featuring a rolling
fireball of sound, garnered the
band
a
classification
as
"punk/metal."
The wailing
guitars are stilI present; the
raw, almost anti-tuneful, sound
of "Dead" is both disturbing
and
refreshingly different.
Other
cuts
feature
a
completely different style. The
current single, "Here Comes
Your Man," is catchy and
pretty.
"Monkey Gone to
Heaven," a track highlighting
the issue of animal testing is
driving and intense, but not
nearly as jarring to the
listener.
The band experiments with
a number of styles, including
reggae and surf music.
A
powerful
performance
is
expected.
The main event on Sunday,
the first of October, is an
English band enjoying their
first real taste of American
commercial success. Love and
Rockets' pop song of seduction
and satisfaction, "So Alive," has
propelled the band from
progressive radio stations and
late night MTV appearances to
top 40 acceptance.
Their
fourth album, simply entitled
Love and Rockets, has sold
well. Earlier efforts produced
several underground favorites,

attacked from the demand side; the market for drugs must
be removed.
The President's policy comes from a warm heart and a
sincere desire to help, but it misses the mark. Greed is an
ineluctable part of human existence, and mllst be clJanneled
to where it can be effectively managed. Since this is not
recognized by the current drug policy, the policy will be as
effective as a Soviet five year plan.

The Advocate's printer has

including a tune often covered
by
Marshall-Wythe's
own
Wailing Cats, "No New Tale to
Tell."
Like many new bands, Love
and
Rockets
is
often
contrasted to established artists
by music critics and album
buyers. Listeners have found
elements of Led Zeppelin,
David Bowie, Pink Floyd;
Bauhaus and others in this
band's work.
However,
guitarist Daniel Ash summed
up the group's attitude to all
this comparison when he said
that there is no new music,
only new combinations of old
music.
This is another act with a
wide variety of musical styles,
ranging from heavy punk to
soft and pretty ballads. The
tunes are often eerie and
mysterious,
with
lots of
acoustic guitar work layered in
on top of synthesizers. The
pop sensibilities and vocal
style, when combined with a
blasting fuzz guitar sound
produce an exciting and
dynamic musical performance.
Neither the Pixies nor Love
and Rockets are going to
become mainstays of the Top
40 charts. Occasional hits are
possible, but at this point these
are
interested
in
acts
creating
performing
and
interesting new music. This is
not a show to miss.

CONGRATULATIONS
to the new l-L
S.B.A

Representatives:
Rick Carlson
Ami Kim

Mark Matney

it all over the law review's.

At least the plans for the construction of a sauna and swimming pool annex to the library offices proceed
on schedule.

LaCour Recounts Public
Service
The summer of 1989 will
hold very special memories for
me.
Through the gifts of
others, in the form of
contributions to the Public
Service Fund, I was able to
spend the summer serving
people in need.
Bay County, Florida, is
located in the rural panhandle
of Florida's Gulf Coast
approximately ninety minutes
On the
from Tallahassee.
surface, Panama City, the
county seat, is a growing city
that attracts thousands of
summer beachgoers each year.
For permanent residents, the
city boasts an attractive mall
and a performing arts center.
However, Bay County is also
home
to
the
highest
unemployment rate in the state
of Florida.
The average
annual salary for Bay County
residents is only $11,000.
Legal Services of North
Florida maintains its main
office in Tallahassee and has
three branch offices. I was
located in the Panama City
branch
office.
This
organization .provides free legal
services in civil matters to
lower-income residents and to
those residents who are over
the age of 65. The Panama
City office practices heavily in

family, administrative, contract,
probate and bankruptcy law.
In addition to me, the Panama
City office employed two
attorneys, two paralegals, and
two secretaries to serve four
counties. These four counties
compose the poorest region in
the state.
My role in this office
included researching legal
issues,
d.r.afting
pleadings,
intervie\ving clients, gathering
documents
and
attending
depositions and hearings. I
also represented a disabled
client at a Social Security
hearing. However, a list of
the legal duties that I
performed does not completely
describe the services that were
provided to many clients.
Many of the clients that
contacted Legal Services were
in
desperate
need
of
immediate help. Some had
been beaten up, left homeless
or had lost their job and made
the phone call to Legal
Services when they were at the
end of their rope. Often there
was not a legal solution to
their problem and much time
was spent informing individuals
of local social services that
could provide for their basic
needs. For those individuals
who did need legal help, the
waiting list
to ·get
an
appointment was anywhere
from three to six months long.
Explaining this to a ~erson

who was in need of immediate
help w~ one of _the most
difficult aspects of the job. .
Many of the clients that I
saw this summer were trusting
individuals who had a been
taken advantage of because of
their lack
of education.
Without the assistance of Legal
Services,
these individuals
would not have been able to
fight back against unscrupulous
businesses taking advantage of
the poor.
Although an understaffed
office and an overwhelming
number of clients made the
job difficult, providing a
needed service to those who
would otherwise go without
that
service
made
the
difficulties pale in comparison
to the rewards.
For me,
nothing can compare to the
young Vietnamese woman who
in broken English thanked me
for helping her find her twin
sons who had been kept from
her by their father for over a
year.
Based on the tremendous
need of our society for public
service legal assistance, and the
rewards of helping those in
need of legal assistance, my
commitment to public interest
work is stronger than ever. I
hope to continue working in
the public
int erest
fi eld
following graduation.

by Caroline LaCour
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by Cam ilia Belcher
Last week, out of sheer curiosity (and for "comparative
law" purposes), I took a few precious moments to skim a
published account of a One-L experience at another law
school.
Aside from the fact that "One-L Experience" sounds like
it belongs on the cover of a Ludlum spy novel (The
Bluebook Experience, The Exeter Exchange, TIle Law School
Weekend and The Student Identity also look intriguing; alas,
1L is not the same as MI6), within the description of the
biography's institutional setting was a high-profile phrase:
"the oldest law school in the nation."
To some, depending on the depths of your historical
interest, the title of "America's Oldest Law School" might
seem elusive.
Yet, its importance blends into the
background of what I think is the most exciting law school
experience in this nation. We, the students of MarshallWythe, experience the unique paradox of studying in a law
school whose building represents the high-tech present,
while the institution itself has the most ancient past.
Jiggling in the bac~ of your mind (as fiction al detective
Lord Peter Wimsey would say in Whose Body?) is the
knowledge that we are attending the first and oldest law
school in America.
It will be old hat to some of you, but perhaps not to
others, to read an abstract of the history: William and
Mary created the American colonies' first chair of law
(only the second in the English-speaking world) on
. December 4, 1779.
Professor George Wythe was the
chair's first occupant (following the precedent set by
England's Sir William Blackstone at Oxford University).
The emphasis on Oxford's revered tradition in another
Wimsey novel makes me remember what an unparalleled
link our law school has with British legal history. It is, as
Lord Peter implies, as if the weight of accumulated lives
lends weight to our own actions, so that a word spoken
between such time-honored walls must of necessity be
significant. Similarly, Marshall-Wythe's premier tradition
is the backdrop for our lives here and in the future.

CARY

War, George Wythe expounded law to future legal giants
like Chief Justice John Marshall even before the thirteen
colonies finalized their status as a nation. It wasn't until
the next century (1817) that (Harvard Law School), the socalled "oldest," took its mature steps. Ironically, the life
story of Joseph Story, U.S. Supreme Court Associate
Justice and first HLS Dane Professor, began in 1779, the
year of legal genesis at William and Mary. (Speaking of
legal firsts, Joseph Story's first wife was a relative of the
first Chief Justice of Nova Scotia, Governor Jonathan
Belcher, Jr. Like some other American colonial laViyers,
Chief Justice Belcher received his legal training at
England's Inns of Court.)
The significant words spoken between Marshall-Wythe's
walls about spying, the British government, free speech,
and national security, during this week of the AngloAmerican Exchange, featuring two U.S. Supreme Court
Justices, two members of the House of Lords, as well as
other American and British jurists; and the George Wythe
Lecture, delivered by a British law professor, focus our
attention once again on our law school's heritage. Those
events and the hunt in October for upcoming Supreme
Court issues recall the legal policy-making tradition that
was William and Mary's during the founding of our
Republic. Highlighted in such concrete fashion, our
heritage enters the present, where we can see and hear our
history
and
better
appreciate
its
importance.
Concomitantly, our school will continue to gain widening
recognition as time goes by. Faced with many obstacles
during the Civil War era, William and Mary's law school
has risen to regain its tr.aditional glory. It certainly is a
law school that "came in trom the cold."

.Fair Notice

The Jesters
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In setting up shop in the midst of the Revolutionary
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rhe Colonial Virginia Chapter
of the American Red Cross
will conduct a bloodmobile on
Tuesday, September 26, 1989
at William and Mary Hall,
College of William and Mary.
Donor hours are from 1:00
p.m.
7:00 p.m.
The
bloodmobile is sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity
and William and Mary Hall.
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LSIC Forges Ahead
by Pat Allen
Law Students in the
Community is picking up
where it left off last year. The
. volunteer
student group,
headed by second year law
~ students
Lit Tazwell and
Sharon Shepherd, dedicates
significant time and fmancial
resources to a wide variety of
community projects which seek
to help the needy.
LSIC's activities fall into
three categories. First, LSIC
conducts its own active
projects; second, it assists the
Public Service Fund in its
fund-raising efforts; third, it
serves as a resource center for
other community projects.
Most students probably
know LSIC for its Monday
morning donut sale in the
student lounge. Andy Condlin,
"Donut King" and Treasurer of
LSIC, said that last year's sales
topped-out around 16 dozen a
"This year," said
week.
Condlin, "sales are off a bit."
Condlin,
nevertheless,
is
optimistic that profits will
reach last year's impressive
mark of $700.
Since LSIC members do not
pay dues, the weekly donut
sale is the group's only source
Of the money
of income.
raised last year, $500 was given
to the Battered Women's
Shelter of Williamsburg, which
was in desperate need of
funding IO correCI serious
septic problems. Besides its
contributions to the Battered
Women's Shelter, LSIC has
served as a resource pool for
Big
Brothers/ Big
Sisters,
Meals on Wheels and other
United Way Programs.

Of it's active projects,
probably the most publicized is '
Housing Partners. Through
this program, LSIC sends
groups of students to repair
and renovate the homes of
local residents who cannot
afford to pay for such vital
services as repairing a leaky
wof. On various weekends
throughou,t the year, Housing
Partners gather under the
leadership of local contractor
Joseph Lee, and set out to
mend and restore.
Another well know project
of LSIC is its participation in
the Rita Welsh literacy
program on the undergraduate
campus.
LSIC members
contribute 4-6 hours a week to
tutor
students who
are
pursuing
high
school
equivalency degrees, or just
seek to improve their reading
or speaking skills.
LSIC
also
actively
participates
in
MSD
International's program which
send letters all over the world
to urge 'the release
'thos'e
wrongfully imprisoned. Just
this week, LSIC members set
up a booth in the law school
lobby asking students to sign
letters to the East German
government to allow East
German citizens in Austria to
move into West Germany
without fear of reprisal from
their government.
LSIC's second area of
involvement is with the Public
Service Fund. PSF, which is a
separate entity from LSIC,
raises funds each year to
finance several law students
who wish to work in non-

of

paying public interest jobs.
LSIC members contribute their
time and energy to the PSF
fund-raising
activities
by
staffing fund-raising events
such as the Dinner Date
Auction and the Lounge-aThon.
The party at Lake
Matoaka on September 7, was
held in recognition of all the
work done last year by LSIC
members,
especially
in
connection with PSF . fundraising. The refreshments and
musical entertainment were
provided courtesy of LSIC.
This year, LSIC plans to
continue involvement in all of
these projects. In addition the
group hopes to create an elder
law program. The brainchild
of co-Chairman Tazwell and
Professor John Levy,
the
program seeks to increase
involvement
between
law
students and the elderly, who
often have legal needs which
exceed their financial ability.
The proposed program, which
is still in the formulation stage,
will get a big boost on
October 12, when Colonial
Mental Health Clinic hosts a
set of workshops on aging.
LSIC members will participate
as members of this workshop.
Tazwell hopes that the elder
program will develop to
resemble the Post-Conviction
Assistance Progra m which
currently gives law students
academic credit for their legal
work with prisoners. Tazwell
stated that the proposed
program reflects "LSI C's wish
to encompass more law-related
activities." If the past success
is any indication, LSIC can do
just about anythi ng it sets its
collective mind to.

The Jungle Thang
by Cathie Anspacher
Now that the new Grad
Thing has been in operation
for two weeks, it's a good time
to sit back and reflect on the
relative merits of the old and
new Things.
Besides the fact that it's
more or less outside, the '
biggest change is the increased
floor space at the Campus
Center venue. This, of course,
has
advantages
and
disadvantages.
Because
, everyone doesn't have Ito stand
right on top of the keg, the
beer pools are not as big a
problem anymore. No longer
will Queen Llama M.L.
Nawrocki have to worry that
she will ruin her shoes from
"standing in disgusting puddles
of beer and mud."
S.BA. President Charles
the
new
Fincher
likes
roominess, but thinks that
people should take advantage
of it more by dancing.
Fincher also misses the bushes
out behind the old Thing that
served as an auxiliary men's
room. (Someone should tell
President Fincher about the
expanse of brick walJ just
waiting to be christened.)
The increased floor space
proved to be a problem for
the valiant trio of third year
beer servers.
Karen Butz,
, Mary Jo Allen and MaryLou
Lundin found that because

people weren't forced to stand
near the keg, it got pretty
boring over there. Being the
1990 version of Liz Deininger
and Mary Warner obviously
wasn't as glamorous as it
looked. But, on the bright
side, they did learn to turn the
little thing on top of the keg
so that the beer comes out
less foamy.
Another change in the
Thing is the decor. While
everyone will have to learn to
live without the drooping
ceiling of the Grad House,
they can enjoy the lovely fernbar plants that hang from the
Acc~rding to
new rafters.
third-year David Street, the
atmosphere is now "jungly".
This year's Thing King
George Leedom is happy with
the new set-up, especially
because he no longer has to
scrub the toilets at 2 a.m. like
he did at the old Thing.
As for this investigative
reporter, a thought came to
me as I perused the "Close
Encounters· condom machine
in the women's room (gals -the machine takes quarters
only) last week.
The new
Thing may not have the
panache ~f the old, but what it
lacks in style is compensated
for by the thought of thirsty
undergraduate waifs pressing
their noses to the cellophane.
No beer for you puppies
'we're grad students.

-CLASSIFIED and PERSONALS
Old you really expect to see something here? Now you
can submit your personal messages or class1f1ed
advertisements for publication in the Advocate. And
you thought getting a date to Fall From Grace was
hopeless.... And you thought you could never unload
those superceded hornbooks to genuine bonafide
purchasers.... It s so EASY:
• The charge for personal messages is $2.00 for four
typeset one-column lines.

• The charge for classified ads is $1.00 per typeset line.
• Submissions must be plact:d by 5 p.m. on the Monday
before publjcation.
.. Submissions may be deposited either in the Advocate
envelope (on the door of Room 238) or in the Advocate
hanging file.

The

Band Box '89
Music and Video

LOW PRICES
On Compact Discs qnd Tapes

MOVIE RENTALS
Every movie is 69¢ once each week
Video Player rentals $2.95
Blank Tape - Posters - Guitar Strings
Blank tape 25% off boxes of 10

We Buy and Sell Used CD's
Open 10 unlil9
Mon.·Sal.
12·6 Sun.
New Penguins are dying to join the band at the LSIC-sponsored concert at Lake Matoaka,

Local~d b~Iw~-en

Kinko's and Mama Mia 's

51 Prince George St.

229-8882

Into The Bowels
of Marsha 11-Wythe
by Anne Wesley & Cathie
Amspacher
It was a dark and stormy
Friday afternoon. The Grad
Thing was four hours away,
and our cars were four
kilometers away. Rather than
attend class or even attempt to
raise enough velocity to escape
the gravity of our chairs, we
decided to take a leisurely
stroll down Marshall-Wythe
Memory Lane.

'This [school] needs.
an enema!"
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using a little sweetening to get
the job accomplished.
Each morning around nine
o'clock the girls set up a
coffee urn and doughnut tray
and provide a between classes
break for students and faculty
of the law school in a nearly
refurbished lounge in the
basement
of
Bryan
Hall •.. Profits from the coffee
hour are being set aside for
that formal ball next Spring.
Even if the spouses of the
Barristers' Brides do think of
each cup of coffee as a link in
the chain, it hasn't slowed
down business any.
Paulette 0., president of
the Barristers' Brides, and
Linda W. are two student
wives with their hearts set on
that formal ball and they
come regularly each morning
to serve coffee and doughnuts
and sew on new curtains for
the lounge while classes are in
session.

Return with us now to that
not-so-distant age when the
Beatles were fab, Emeric
Fischer's hair was brown, and
the law school was some rat
hole on the main campus. It's
the fall of 1966, and the nutty
doings of the law students'
wives have attracted the
Oh, our ribs. Gone are
attention of the Richmond
News Leader.
The News those days of yore when girls
had to argue, cajole and, yes,
Leader reports:
even threaten law students out
The Barristers' Brides at of their clothes. What was
the College of William and once achieved by a whole year
Mary want to get their of doughnut sales can now be
husbands to a formal dance accomplished by two hours at
next spring and are laying the Grad Thing or a realIy
their plans for the event well cool car. And when you think
about it, when was the last
in advance.
The Brides, wives of law time Joseph Lee or Russell
students at the Marshall- Basch whipped up a set of
W)'the School of Law at curtains for the law school
William and Mary, have lounge? Hey, the sex of the
organized dances before but spouses may change, but come
have never been able to swing on guys, you can at least build
their husbands over to the Elvis a votive nook or
something.
idea of going formal.
Join us for our next journey
As any woman knows, it
sometimes takes a lot of down Marshall-Wythe Memory
arguing, cajoling and even Lane ... a looksee at the myriad
threatening to get a man out faces of John Donaldson of his comfortable sports coat impassioned educator, fabled
and into a dinner jacket or law student, champion of the
tuxedo - so the law wives are dress code.

ELS Goes to Press
by Christopher Lande
The
Marshall-Wythe
Environmental Law Society
(ELS) recently announced its
plans to publish a newsletter
about environmental issues.
. According
to
ELS
vice
president Sarah Oxenham,
"The newsletter was Sean
Skaggs' idea. It is intended to
digest current environmental
news from around the world as
well as inform people about
upcoming ELS activities."
The two-page newsletter
will include information about
basic environmental problems
that don't necessarily involve
legal issues. "The newsletter is
part of ELS's effort to
encourage people to think
about and discuss major
environmental issues."
Said
Oxenham, "We hope people
will submit ideas for topics we
should cover."
The newsletter will be
produced by Scaggs and
Oxenham, along with Manny
Arin and Mike Flannery. ELS
hopes to publish bi-weekly
editions of the newsletter
starting the first or second

week of October.
Unsure
the
funding
will
limit
circulation of the fust few
issues, but eventually ELS
would like to distribute the
newsletter to the entire law
school community and those
local attorneys interested in
environmental law. Students
interested in contributing to
the newsletter should contact
one of the ELS members
involved.
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could have been prevented
(Thurs. Sept 7) I quote: "I'm
German and I have been on
vacation in Virginia Beach. I
have had a better vacation in
South Africa than in Virginia
Beach because the black
people there are better
behaved."
I guess his/her
answer would be to keep
"Black" people off the beach.
That's what they do in Sun
City.
There
was
no
preconceived conspiracy to riot,
at least not one that has been
proven. I'm of the mind that
if you treat people with respect
they react in turn. I haven't
heard of too many riots that
started because some people
were too nice to other people.
In conclusion, (Yes, finally!) I
think I'll go cry in my KoolAid over the plight of the
poor,
persecuted,
misunderstood,
Western,
industrialized,
middle-class
white male. Life has been just
too unfair! It's been so bad
that Donald Trump said if he
could be reincarnated he'd
come back as an educated
black man. Riiight!!!

tickets for jay walking and
loud music without a fust
warning? Do the students in
Ft. Lauderdale who walk
instead of run get hit with
nightsticks, bitten by dogs or
detained in tennis courts
without formal charges? I'm
not trying to justify or make
allowances for it, but if you
kick someone, sometimes they
kick back. The looting was
wrong, but Virginia Beach's
attitude was also wrong.
Someone wrote the Daily Press
in response to their Soundoff
issue of whether the violence Archie L. Harris Jr. 3L

Coming Soon to your local newsstand ••••
-look for the new Advocate, as the Advocate
is soon taking on a new look. Grace Mirabella
was overheard to say, "Wow, I wish ,I had
waited for the New Advocate ... " The word on
Wall Street is that K. K. R. sees a bright future
for the Advocate and is in contact with major
publishing moguls to discuss financing a tender
offer. When asked about junk bond financing
and
possible unscrupulous tactics,
a
spokesperson said ·the deal would be entirely
clean as "those Advocate reporters don't miss
a beat. Any funny bUsiness and we'd be
instantly exposed. We'd be ruined for life."

* Anyone can write for the Advocate.
* Start your journalistic career now.
* Among certain reference groups, a

start at
the Advocate is considered a springboard to
instant success and credibility.
* Meetings are every other Monday afternoon.
* Join the Beacons of Brilliance, the
Information Trust, the Fabricators of Truth, the
Paragons of Propaganda in Room 127.

Student seeks a quiet place to read the Advocate. The library renovation plan provided for this, however,
and the world's largest shower curtain was soon installed to afford a more private atmosphere.

Haircuts for
Men & Women
206 Packets Court
Busch Corporate Center
WilH3mburg, Va 23185
(804) 874-5704
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Spaldings Hit Softball Scene

HoW" to JSkin
an Eagle

by George Leedow
Williamsburg:
"Not
a
baseball, but a softball team ."
These are the words of captain
and coach Mike Miller. In a
flurry of spontaneous madness,
Mike has put together a highly
suspect
but
possibly
championship
caliber
intramural softball team ( he
even paid the appropriate
fees).
Friday night at the
Grad Thing the Advocate was
there to ask him why:
"Well, it all really started at
Video Update. I rented the
movie "About Last Night" and

by Jeanne Swanick

I know a lot of you have
heard this before, but... I'm a
Redskins fan, my family has
had season's tickets since the
' skins carne from Boston down
to Washington to play. Back
then "Slinging Sammy Baugh"
was the quarterback and my
grandmother went to every
home game with her father.
(She also recalls many postgame trips to his bookie.)
With that in mind, don't
expect more than a selective
retel ling
of
Sunda y's
R edskinsjEagles game.
After last Monday night's
difficulty in following through,
the
R edskins
came
out
prepared to show that their
offense was to be reckoned
v.1th.
The first Washington
possession yielded an 80 yard
touchdown reception from
quarterback Mark Rypien to
Gary Clark, who played for
James Madison University
during his college days. The
second possession was no less
spectacular, with Gerald Riggs
running 41 yards for another
Redskin's TD. A pretty good
. first three minutes. A third
possession and seven more
points.

I watched the last two minutes
of the game in the T.V. room
at the Fairfax Nursing Home.
(People that sick should not be
allowed to watch a game like
f!1fit.) It's 37 to 35, the
Redskins are leading and have
the
ball
in
Philadelphia
territory after a beautiful 58
yard run by Riggs. Seconds
later Riggs had the ball again,
and then AI Harris of the
"Spalding, you'll get
E agles had the ball, and then
nothing and like it"
Eagles' safety Wes Hopkins
had the ball and ran all the just watching Jim Belushi hit
way to the R edskins' four yard that two-run homer made me
line before being brought say, 'Hey, I could do that.'
down by Washington receiver Besides I look a little like
Moreover, I really
Ricky Sanders. A runback that Jim.
set-up Philadelphia's winning respect Rob Lowe as an actor,
touchdown.
Now there are especially some of his more
those who say that the recent stuff. Rob Lowe (in
exchange between Harris and the movie) plays softball and
Hopkins was legit, like the then gets laid. I look a little
referees, and there are those like Rob Lowe, so I figure if it
who have keenly and correctly
observed that it was a forward
handoff which is forbidden by
THE BODY SHOP
the rules, like my grandmother
at
and my father, Uncle Craig ...
We lost again, one of those
Festival Market Place
really gnawing defeats that you
store in your repertoire of
GRAND OPENING
"really bad things that happen
to me," right next to last weeks
September 25
game against the Giants. But
there are still 14 games left
AEROBICS CLASSES
and I have hiSh hopes for the

In the last two minutes of 'skins. After all Gerald Riggs
the first quarter, Eagles'
quarterback
Randall
Cunningham was able to put
Philadelphia on the board with
six after a 17 yard pass.
Zendejas successfully kicked
the point after, but the
Redskins remained ahead, 20
to 7 at the end of the quarter.
An uneventful second quarter
followed,
in
which
the
Washington offense continued
to out do the slumping
Philadelphia team . Going into
the half the 'skins still led the
Eagles. 30 to 14.
At this point I'm feeling
pretty good, so the prospect of
visiting a sick relative and
attending some company picnic
with another relative isn't
nearly as dismal as I had
originally thought.
At the
hospital, the game is on - did
I mention that the ill relative
is my grandmother who plans
her mass schedule around
Washington game time? Well
anyway, it's about six minutes
into the third quarter and
neither side has shO\'ln any
great lmtJatlve.
The Eagles
score again toward the end of
the third, but we're still up by
at least two scores so I'm not
that worried, that is until the
first few minutes of the fourth,
when
Cunningham
again
connects v.1th one of his
receiyers and our margin of
victory dwindles to 2 points.
Now is not my id a of a
good time to leave for a
picnic, but it's getting late, we
have to make an appearance .. .

worked for him .. ." .
The sixteen members of
Team Spaulding (named after
a not-so-secret Marshall-Wythe
organization) include some
truly inspired if not inspiring
athletes, such as Mad Dog
Murph, Can't D ance Collins,
George "Diner" Leedom, Ken
"Big Stick" Roberts, and
"Hands" Middlebrook.
"As
soon as I decided to build a
winning team I thought of Jeff
Middlebrook," says Captain
Mike. "He's our glove man up
the middle. I was just laying
there thinking about his hands.
He's got great hands. I mean
he's really got some great
hands."
The anchor of the squad
seems to be veteran catcher
David "Buzz" Ziemer. With
the exception of Charles "King"
Fincher,
S.BA.
President,
"Buzz" appears to be the only
player with a taste for what it's
like to go beyond playing and
actually win.
Mike Further explained that
the germ of the virus spore

did set an all-time rushing
record for Washington, and
despite the fact that he is
directly responsible for both
defeats, he shows promise.
Three of the finest receivers in
football today, Gary Clark, Art
Monk and Ricky Sanders wear
the Burgundy and Gold,
although the ability of the guy
throwing
to
them
is
questionable. The bottom line
is whether they win or lose I'll
be there for the game.

CHILD

that bore the idea that was to
be Team Spaulding actually
infected him in Cape Cod.
"We were playing a pick-up
game in Hyannisport over the
summer. We were very near
the Kennedy compound.
It
was more than just fun , it was
a sort of inspiring kind of
thing. Besides, I look a little
like a Kennedy."
This Thursday at Dillard,
Team Spaulding opens it's
season by facing "St. Elmo"
another
Lowe
(obviously
"We are
invoked venture).
going to crush them. They
won't know what hit 'em",
says Mike.
"We do have to figure out
some strategy, though, since
the game is at 4:30 and we all
have Trial Ad." The Advocate
sports department wishes Mike
and his team great success, or
at least hope they have a good
time. At a recent work-out
Capt. Mike .was heard to shout
his inspiring maxim, "More
twelve ounce curls boys."

FREE WEIGHTS

RETAIL AEROBICS WEAR

C)~RE

MULTI STATION
WEIGHT MACHINE

LOCKER FACILITIES
AND SHOWERS
Student Rates

$34 per month $63 for 2 months 10 sessions for $25
Hours
Monday thru Friday 8 a.m. to 8. p.m .
Saturday 8 a.m. to 1 p.m .

1be Marshall.Wyfhe publications cordially invite you to attend the systematic
humiliation of the mitquetoBst faculty on the softbaJl field Friday, Sept 29.

Firllls Hit the Field
of line drives, deep fly balls
and weak grounders_ Davis
catcher Will Greer, dizzied by
the procession of base runners,
The simulated law firms of commented on the neverlegal skil1s took a credible leap ending inning: "Choke. It's
toward reality last Friday with the dirtiest word in inter-firm
, the
advent
of inter-fum softball here at Marshallsoftball at Marshall-Wythe. Wythe."
Turning
its
attention
Under bright blue skies and
the amiably avuncular gazes of increasingly toward the keg in
the senior partners, Lederer, the late innings, Lederer &
Posey,
Barker,
Tompkins, Co. grew sloppy and allowed
Adams & Brisbay came back Davis a minor comeback which
against Davis, Johnson & it soon proceeded to squelch.
Hedberg, snatching a 13-8 Junior Partner Paul Barker
threw some light on this
victory.
Behind 5-2 in the fifth strategy, "Give 'em a little
inning, the Lederer squad hope and then slam the door
batted 13 men v.~th two outs in their faces, that's what I
and scored 9 runs, setting two say."
Defeated in body but not in
Marshall-Wythe
inter-firm
softball records. A Murderer·s spirit, Davis left the tii eld with
Row of Matt O'Toole, Tom an open challenge to Lederer
Jones, Jan Myskowski, and for a contest in any sport
Chris Lande battered Mary except softball. Inter-firm mud
Thrower and her hapless and jel10 wrestling may be the
outfield mates with a fusill ade waye of the future.
by Peter Kay

Williamsburg Shopping Center
Monticello Avenue & Richmond Rd
Open daily 10-9; Sunday 12-6

220-3246 (220-ECHO)

AREA'S LARGEST
SELECTION
r-----------~

~----------~

SPECIAL

